Abstract. Edition is an important and useful task in supervised classification specifically for instance-based classifiers because edition discards from the training set those useless or harmful objects for the classification accuracy and it helps to reduce the size of the original training sample and to increase both the classification speed and accuracy. In this paper, we propose two edition schemes that combine edition methods and sequential search for instance selection. In addition, we present an empirical comparison between these schemes and some other edition methods.
Introduction
Supervised classifiers work on a training set T or sample, that is, a set of objects previously assessed and labeled to classify a new object O. However, it is common that T contains objects with a null or even negative contribution for classification accuracy, these objects could be:
• Noisy Objects. These objects come from wrong measurements and they do not contribute to improve the classification accuracy because they lead wrong classification since the features values that describe the objects are not correct at all.
• Superfluous Objects. These objects have the characteristic that another object in T can generalize their description, that is, the superfluous objects are unnecessary objects.
These kinds of objects (noisy and superfluous) are useless or even harmful for the classification process. Therefore, it is convenient to consider only objects from the training set which are useful to obtain higher accuracy, that is, to apply an edition method to the training set.
The edition is defined as: given a training set T, choosing objects from T which contribute to improve the classification accuracy. The goal of edition methods is to find a training sample S⊂T such that the classification accuracy using S would be higher than using T.
When a subset S from T is searched, we can proceed in three directions [1] : Incremental. An incremental search begins with S=∅ and in each step adds objects that fulfill the selection criteria.
Decremental. This search begins with S=T and removes from S objects that do not fulfill the selection criteria.
Batch. This search involves deciding if each object fulfills the removal criteria before removing any of them. Then all those objects that fulfill the criteria are removed at once, that is, this strategy does not remove one object at each step, it removes sets of objects.
In this paper, we will refer to edition schemes as those edition methods that are based on two steps; the first one consists of applying a pre-processing over the training set and the second one consists of editing the subset obtained in the first step.
In this paper, we propose two edition schemes, which reduce the runtimes of the decremental method Backward Sequential Edition (BSE) [2] and present an empirical comparison between these edition schemes and some other edition methods.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2, the related work about edition methods is presented. Section 3 describes our proposed edition schemes. Section 4 presents some experimental results and finally in section 5 the conclusions and future work are given.
Related Work
In this section, some previous works related to edition methods are reviewed.
Wilson [3] In [2] the Backward Sequential Edition (BSE) was introduced, this method is based on backward sequential search; the BSE method starts from the original training sam-ple T and finds a subset S. At each step, BSE removes the object (WorstO) with the smallest contribution for the subset quality, in terms of the accuracy of a classifier, which is calculated by the Classifier() function. In [2] , k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) with k=3 is used as Classifier() function. The BSE method is depicted in figure 1 .
Fig. 1. BSE Method
In BSE, if there is more than one object with the smallest contribution, only the last is removed.
In [5] three edition methods were introduced: Depuration, k-NCN and iterative k-NCN. Depuration is based on the generalized editing, in which two parameters k and k' have to be defined, using the parameters the objects are removed or re-labeled (the original class label is changed). k-NCN editing is a modification of ENN and it consists of using the k-NCN (Nearest Centroid Neighborhood) instead of k-NN. Iterative k-NCN consists of applying repeatedly k-NCN until no more objects are removed.
In [6] the NNEE (Neural Network Ensemble Editing) method was proposed. It constructs a neural network ensemble from the training set T and changes the class label of each object in T to the class label predicted by the ensemble. NNEE does not remove objects, just changes class labels in order to increase the classification accuracy.
Proposed Schemes
In this section, we introduce two edition schemes in order to reduce the runtimes of BSE without a significant reduction in the classification accuracy. These schemes consist of a pre-processing over the training set before applying BSE.
It is very common that a training set contains noisy and/or superfluous objects. These objects are useless or harmful for the classification process because noisy objects lead to wrong predictions by classifiers and it is not necessary to store superfluous objects in the training set. Therefore, it is convenient to detect and discard those objects before starting the classification process.
The edition schemes proposed in this section are based on two main steps; the first one pre-processes the sample in order to detect and discard the objects above described, in this way, the size of the original sample is reduced. The second step edits the resultant pre-processed sample in order to increase the classification accuracy.
In the pre-processing step our proposed schemes uses either a noise filter method (remove noisy objects) or an edition method (remove superfluous objects). In the edition step we use BSE because according the results shown in [2] , BSE reduce significantly the number of objects and increases the classification accuracy.
The first edition scheme (ENN+BSE) consists of applying ENN as noise filter in order to remove those useless noisy objects in the sample and after the clean subset is edited using BSE. When a set have been cleaned (filtered) the amount of comparisons in the classification process is reduced because a filtered set contains fewer objects than an unfiltered set. We use ENN as noise filter because it is a typical noise filter used in other edition schemes such as ICF and DROP3.
This scheme supposes that there are noisy objects in the training set, which can be removed in order to obtain a sample reduction in the pre-processing step. If there is not any noisy object, the scheme becomes the BSE method.
The second scheme (DROP+BSE) is based on editing an edited sample because after editing a sample, it is possible that some objects in the edited set do not contribute for the accuracy in the classification process (superfluous) because other objects in the edited set can generalize their description. This scheme consists of re-editing an edited sample in order to increase the classification accuracy. Our scheme uses DROP3-DROP5 methods in the pre-processing step because these are the best DROP edition methods according to results reported in [1] and [2] . Finally, this scheme uses BSE to edit the edited sample.
In contrast to ENN+BSE, the sample reduction in DROP+BSE does not depend on the kind of objects in the original sample because the edition methods used in the preprocessing step remove some objects before the editing step.
The kind of objects preserved before the editing step depend on the method used in the pre-processing step, for example: ENN just removes noisy objects, DROP3 and DROP4 remove noisy and some other unnecessary objects, DROP5 removes central, nosy and border objects.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present some experiments in order to compare the BSE method against ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE schemes. In addition, we compare these schemes against DROP3, DROP4 and ICF methods because these methods could be considered as edition schemes since they apply a pre-processing step. Each method was tested on 10 datasets taken from the Machine Learning Database Repository at the University of California, Irvine [7] .
The distance function for the experiments was the Heterogeneous Value Difference Metric (HVDM) [1] , which is defined as:
where d a (x,y) is the distance for the feature a and it is defined as: 
where σ a is the standard deviation of the values occurring for feature a and vdm a (x,y) is defined as: 
Where N a,x is the number of times that the feature a takes value x in the training set; N a,x,c is the number of times that the feature a takes value x in the class c; and C is the number of classes. In each experiment, 10 fold cross validation was used. The dataset was divided into 10 partitions and each edition algorithm was applied to T which is built with 9 of the 10 partitions (90% of the data) and the left partition (10% of the data) was the testing set. Each partition was used as testing set, so 10 tests were made with each dataset.
In Table 1 , the results obtained with k-NN considering 100% of the data, BSE method and ENN+BSE, DROP+BSE schemes are shown. For each method, there are two columns; the left one (acc.) is the average classification accuracy and the right one (stor.) shows the percentage of the original training set that was retained by the edition method.
Based on the results shown in Table 1 , we can see that the average accuracy of ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE schemes was higher than such obtained using the original set. On the other hand, the schemes accuracy was slightly smaller than BSE's but the schemes had a lower average number of retained objects.
The schemes ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE do not improve the accuracy obtained with BSE, but the main advantage in these schemes is that their runtimes are shorter than the BSE runtimes since BSE is an expensive method because it analyses the accuracy impact of leaving out each object at each edition step.
In Table 2 , average runtime results for BSE, ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE are shown. From Table 2 it could be noticed that the ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE runtimes are shorter than the spent by BSE. The complexity of BSE is O (N 4 F) where N is the total number of objects in the sample and F is the number of features.
The complexity of ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE schemes is also O(n 4 F) which is the same than BSE's but applied with n < N for ENN+BSE and n << N for DROP+BSE. According to this, the proposed schemes do not reduce the complexity even though they reduce the runtimes. A second experiment was a comparison among the proposed schemes, DROP3, DROP4 and ICF. The results are shown in Table 3 .
From Table 3 we can see that schemes accuracy was better than the obtained with ICF and even with DROP3, which was better than DROP4. With DROP4+BSE were obtained both results: almost the best accuracy and the lowest percent of retention.
Finally, the proposed schemes were compared against other kind of edition methods: Depuration method (the best edition method reported in [5] ) and the NNEE method. The results obtained are shown in Table 4 using the results reported in [6] for Depuration and NNEE. Here also, 10 fold cross validation was used.
In all cases the proposed schemes had better accuracy than NNEE and Depuration. ENN+BSE and DROP+BSE schemes have the advantage that they do not change the original distribution of the objects among the classes as Depuration and NNEE do. 
Conclusions
The main disadvantage in instance-based classifiers is that they are expensive because the classification cost depends on the amount of objects in the training set and it is common that a training set contains useless or harmful objects for the classification accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary editing the training set in order to detect useful objects.
According to results shown in [2] , BSE is a good edition method but a disadvantage of BSE is its high complexity. Our schemes reduce significantly the runtimes edition and the accuracy results are not too low with respect to BSE.
From the obtained results, we can conclude that our edition schemes are good options for solving edition problems since they obtained higher accuracy than ICF, DROP3, DROP4 and even than Depuration and NNEE.
We used ENN and DROPs in the pre-processing step, but our edition schemes have not been proposed particularity to work only using these methods, some other methods can be used for pre-processing/pre-editing the sample before applying BSE.
Based on our experimental results, the main advantages of our schemes over other edition methods are: better accuracy results and low runtimes. In addition, our schemes do not change the original label of the objects as Depuration and NNEE do.
As future work, we will propose and test some edition schemes that do not depend on the k-NN rule and they do not hurt on both classification accuracy and edition runtimes.
